
Wyatt’s Selection of Columns Offers:

      Two stationary phases, for hydrophilic and  
hydrophobic proteins

     Two column sizes, narrow-bore (4.6 mm)  
and standard-bore (7.8 mm)

    A full range of pore sizes

Helping protein scientists make the most of their MALS instruments
Wyatt Technology offers a family of silica-based columns specifically designed for SEC-MALS applications 

that are guaranteed to meet the demanding requirements of sensitive light scattering measurements.

www.wyatt.com/columns

SEC Columns for 
Multi-Angle Light Scattering

Benefits of Wyatt’s SEC Columns for Proteins:

    Exceptionally low LS noise and baselines

    Excellent resistance to pressure shocks 

     High resolution in size-based separation of   
proteins including monoclonal antibodies

    Extended lifetime

    Excellent lot-to-lot reproducibility
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Plots of molar mass versus elution time overlaid with light scattering traces 
from two injections. Excellent resolution, reproducibility, and exceptionally 
low LS baseline noise are readily achieved with the WTC SEC columns. 

Noise–Free MALS Measurements

LS chromatogram of a PEGylated protein separated on a WTC column,  
superimposed on a LS trace from a blank injection. No “ghost” or system 
peak from the blank injection is evident, indicating that very small  
quantities of large aggregates may be detected and quantitated.
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Multi-angle light scattering (MALS) analysis coupled with 
size exclusion chromatography (SEC) is an absolute  
analytical technique widely recognized as an essential 
component of rigorous biomolecular research. However, 
SEC columns that shed fine particles can become a source  
of degraded light scattering signals and an obstacle to 
obtaining reliable SEC-MALS data. 
Particle shedding or bleeding may persist for days or 
longer. It invariably leads to low-quality MALS data, even 
though the particles are usually undetectable by UV or 
refractive index instruments. The tradeoff between the 
excessive down  time required to condition a column and 
compromised data quality can become extremely frustra-
ting. Wyatt’s SEC-MALS columns guarantee low-noise, 
reproducible data.
Each lot of columns is tested for particle shedding with  
a MALS detector and certified prior to shipment by  
Wyatt Technology’s Quality Control Lab.   
These columns are 7.8 x 300 mm, packed with 5 µm 
coated silica beads. Narrow-bore columns (4.6 x 300 mm) 
and  columns packed with smaller particle sizes are also  
available. Guard columns are available for each column  
size and packing. 7.8 x 300 mm          

       

4.6 x 300 mm      

 Guard

Column: 4.6 x 300 mm; 5 µm coated silica beads. Phosphate buffer,  
0.35 mL/min, UV at 214 nm. Analytes: 1. Thyroglobulin; 2. BSA dimer;  
3. BSA monomer; 4. Ribonuclease A; 5. Uracil.
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No Ghost Peaks

Chromatograms Produced by WTC Narrow–Bore  
Columns with Different Pore Sizes

Part Number Configurator: WTC - AA XXX BCD XXX - Column Pore Size Selection

AA:  Blank for hydrophilic samples 
MP for hydrophobic samples

XXX: Based on the table to the right

B:  S for standard bore column, 7.8mm id 
N for narrow bore columns, 4.6mm id

C: 5 for 5 μm coated silica beads 

D:  Blank for analytical column
 G for guard columns  

                                          Not Heavily Conjugated           Heavily Conjugated

Protein Mw Range Pore Size XXX Pore Size XXX

100–100,000 100Å 010 150Å 015

500–150,000 150Å 015 300Å 030

5,000–1,250,000 300Å 030 500Å 050

15,000–5,000,000 500Å 050 1000Å 100

50,000–7,500,000 1000Å 100 2000Å 200

250,000–10,000,000 2000Å 200 2000Å 200


